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Rick North 
 
We have a right to know what’s in our food and I urge you to vote for HB 4100 to support GMO labeling.  
 
People have many different reasons to want to know if their food is genetically engineered – religious, 
nutrition-related and environmental, to cite a few. 
 
The main reason I want to see labeling is human health. GMO’s have simply not been demonstrated safe. 
From 2003 to 2011, before I retired, GMO’s were my focus as project director of the Oregon Physicians for 
Social Responsibility’s Campaign for Safe Food. I’ve spent literally thousands of hours studying the science, 
carefully examining the arguments of both sides.  
 
Here’s what I found out – all a matter of public record: 
 
The FDA doesn’t do any safety testing of GMO crops nor do they require any independent testing. The only 
testing done is by the same corporations developing the crops that stand to profit by their sale. The FDA 
virtually always accepts their word. 
 
This isn’t meaningful regulation – this is a built-in conflict of interest and a rubber stamp.  
 
There isn’t 100% proof that GMO crops are inflicting disease on humans, but for decades there have been 
disturbing data cited in numerous peer-reviewed, quality studies. These need to be heeded and further 
tested, not ignored or suppressed.  
 
Along those lines, I want to put to rest a myth that there’s a “consensus” that GMO crops are the same as 
conventional foods and safe for human health. This is simply not true. When GMO’s first came up for 
review by the FDA, this is the 1992 statement from the FDA scientific compliance officer: “The processes of 
genetic engineering and traditional breeding are different, and according to the technical experts in the 
agency, they lead to different risks.” (Document attached) The FDA scientists were over-ruled by the 
political administrators and GMO’s were declared “substantially equivalent” to conventional crops. 
 
This is the 2009 statement from 26 leading scientists to the EPA protesting the biotech industry’s refusal to 
allow independent testing on most GMO crops: “Technology/stewardship agreements required for the 
purchase of genetically modified seed explicitly prohibit research . . . no truly independent research can 
be legally conducted on many critical questions . . .” (Document attached) 
 
Finally, a statement from last year by an international group of 93 scientists, academics and physicians:  
“Claims of there being a scientific consensus that genetically modified organisms (GMO’s) are safe are 
misleading and misrepresentative with potentially dangerous effect on regulation of GMO’s.” (Document 
attached) 
 
To put this in perspective, there’s as much of a scientific consensus on the safety of GMO’s as there is a 
legislative consensus on the advisability of the CRC. 
 



For now, the most we can do is label GMO’s so consumers can make an informed choice. We have the right 
to know what’s in our food and if the government doesn’t require labeling, we should have the right to vote 
on it. Please support HB 4100. 
 
Thank you. 
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